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Event Report 

Visit To Ralegan Siddhi 

Day & Date: Sunday 30/09/2018         Time: 11:30am – 4:30 pm 

Venue: Adarsh gram Ralegan Siddhi, Tal: Parner, District Ahmedngar. 

Total Number of Participants: 40 

As a part of extracurricular activities to make the students aware of the rural India and 

developments in rural area the MBA students visited Ralegan Siddhi, the first ‘Adarsh Gram’ 

of India. 

Ralegan Siddhi is a village with a population of 3000 and around 450 families. Ralegan 

Siddhi, the name itself reminds us the well-known social worker “Anna Hazare”.  

The students reached Hanuman Temple, Ralegan Siddhi at 10.30 am. The visit started with a 

round to the developments that have happened in last two decades. The students visited the 

media centre where all the awards, trophies, medals and achievements of Anna Hazare and 

the village are showcased which reflect the work and social upliftment. It also includes the 

pictures and photographs of various personalities like Prime Minister Hon. Shri. Narendra 

Modi, Hon. Shri. Vilasrao Deshmukh who visited the village. The development of the village 

is reflected from the photographs that gives the message about the struggle for the 

development of the village and for the betterment of the villagers. The photographs pass a 

message how the village is developed by Anna from nothing to everything. 

Then the students learnt Anna Hazare’s past about how he started to work for the village and 

the various stages of his struggle till date through the documentary show. 

The students then proceeded to visit the village. While going through the village the guide 

explained each and every development of the village starting from the plantation of trees by 

the students of the school, the school built by the money collected from the donations of the 

villagers.  The school has latest amenities like CCTV’s in every classrooms’ and premises, 

computer lab of around 30 computers, digital classrooms and individual labs for science 

students etc. 

The village has a sewage treatment plant where all the waste from the school hostels is 

collected and treated. 50% of the waste water and 50% of normal water is then mixed and it 

is used to water the plants and trees through sprinkler system. The most important thing to be 



noticed was that being in the rain shadow region, there was no rain since last two years and 

still the village was not facing the problem of water scarcity and the area had greenery. 

The village has a banyan tree which is 200 years old and the calming shelter of the tree reliefs 

the mind. A multipurpose hall and a stage are developed for conducting functions and 

weddings that is lent out to the villagers at meagre charges. The village started a tradition to 

felicitate and honour a newly married girl who becomes a part of the village. The Trust gifts 

Rs 14000 to the bride’s parents, which pass a message of women respect from the villagers. 

The village has developed a water management system wherein water flowing from the hill 

top up to the village is blocked at about 72 places by KT ware and small mud barrages. A 

huge well is constructed connected to the last barrage from where the water is pumped back 

to the first barrage at the top of the hill in the period when water scarcity is there. The 

villagers do not lift the water directly from the stream. The ground water level has increased 

due to this water management system. 

After village visit, the students proceeded for the most awaited moment to interact with Shri. 

Anna Hazare, the personality which inspires every youth and every individual by his social 

devotion and contribution for the society. Anna motivated the students through his 

interaction. The interaction was in the form of questions and answers. Students asked 

questions on various aspects like country’s development, economics, rural development, 

youth related issues.  

Some of the highlights of the discussion include how the young generation should behave for 

the development of the nation; the most important statement said by Anna was “THE 

NATION WILL DEVELOP ONLY WHEN THE VILLAGES WILL DEVELOP.” 

Anna shared his experiences about how he struggled to develop the village and his efforts 

when it started from a single person to the whole village. He shared the difficult situations 

which he faced while starting the development and the hurdles he passed with enthusiasm and 

his efforts. Anna appealed the students to have a vision and mission to develop similar 

‘Ralegan Siddhi’ in their own villages. Shri. Anna Hazare was with the students for over one 

and half hours. 

On behalf of Camp Education Society’s Rasiklal M. Dhariwal Institute of Management, 

Director, Dr. Bharat .P. Kasar felicitated Anna Hazare thanking him for motivating and 

guiding the students. The students then enjoyed a delicious meal and the students learnt a 

lesson to do self work by the activity of washing their own dishes. 

The visit concluded with a great enthusiasm and positive energy in every student. 

  

 


